Bramlage

E-COMMERCE
PACKAGING
Your trusted supplier and partner for a
wide range of packaging applications
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About Berry Bramlage
We are an international company with a global reach. This
allows us to maintain local presences and close relationships
with our customers while taking advantage of our extensive
global support network.
Every day, we unite our multinational
experience with the local roots of our
team members. This is the basis for
our expertise in all the markets and
sectors in which we operate, allowing
us to develop high-quality, innovative,
and sustainable plastic packaging
solutions that fully meet (and often
surpass) client requirements.

Always advancing to
protect what’s important.
Our core values are the
basis for everything we do,
and who we choose to be
– as professionals, as
community members, and
as citizens of the only
planet we have.

We work within a company-wide
ethical framework that allows us to
interact with each other meaningfully,
giving our best not only to the firm but
also to our community.
Our team members are our greatest
asset, so we’re careful to be of benefit
to the society in which we operate.

Berry Bramlage is dedicated to growth
and expansion, but that doesn’t mean
we’re willing to progress at any cost.

Our Vision

Berry ISTA6 certified lab
Basel, Switzerland

At Berry Bramlage, our goal
is to meet and exceed the
demands of our customers
around the globe. Our
ever-expanding footprint
allows us to work with you
both near and far.

Europe 49
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Americas
Africa

ROW

Within specific ethical parameters, our commitment to
satisfying customer needs and our vast expertise create
value for everyone involved in our projects, including
customers, partners, team members, and shareholders.

Market Leader
To be the undisputed
leader in all the markets
in which we operate

Conscious Well-Being
Adding genuine value
to the lives of everyone
connected to us

Sustainability
To respect the needs of
the environment and our
community

Nurturing Talent
To encourage young
talent to join our
organisation and grow

Product Testing
and Compliance
To create a sustainable
pathway throughout the
value chain

www.rpc-bramlage.com
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E-Commerce Packaging
Modern convenience is transforming retail and by extension packaging
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ISTA 6–The importance of impact
and drop testing

Technical innovation has enabled new companies to enter the market by delivering content to willing consumers at a click or tap.
This has radically changed a number of industries, making many products and services obsolete. The same thing is happening
now in retail, with more and more people opting to purchase products online and have them delivered rather than travel to a
physical location. There is a clear and pressing need for packaging components that can withstand the e-commerce fulfillment
process as millennials drive the next stage of shopping evolution.

Goals

In-house lab in
Reinach, Switzerland

Our short-term goals with regard to e-commerce-ready
packaging are quite simple. We seek to create innovative
concepts that fit ALL supply chains, including the
e-commerce stream. In order to be considered viable for
e-commerce delivery, we create products that arrive:
•	Without breakage, thereby safeguarding the brand
image by eliminating consumer disappointment
•	Without the additional cost of protective secondary
packaging or higher shipping costs due to the added
weight

Future
In the near future, our goals as a firm will increasingly take
the e-commerce stream into account, as existing product
paradigms fall by the wayside. Several initiatives stand out,
where we are developing packaging that:
•	Offers a completely different shape to optimise logistics
and which is not necessarily shelf-sized
•	Is more adapted to harsh logistic conditions, especially
with regard to closures and pumps

These sorts of tests are designed
to emulate real-world conditions
when packages may encounter
jolts, jars, and impacts.
The level of safety of the interior product is assessed in order
to determine how reliable the packaging is when subjected
to violent conditions. Drop tests are carried out in controlled
conditions to note the effect of minute changes in angle, height,
trajectory, and other variables.
By rigorously subjecting prototype designs to drop tests,
packaging can be analysed, improved, and ultimately
optimised for e-commerce.

www.rpc-bramlage.com
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Magic SL Twist Up

Magic Star

Magic SL Twist Up 50ml

Magic Star 100ml top filled

The filling process
is top filled

360° use for
convenience
Ideal for facial care
Self closing in the down
position
Available in 3
capacities from
20ml to 50ml

Available in 8
capacities from
30ml to 525ml

Over

95%

Equipped with

Piston
Airless

restitution rate

System

The Magic SL TWIST UP piston range is available in 3 capacities from 20ml to 50ml ideal for facial care.
It has a very unique convenient gesture, which allows a safe
lock-down closing position and an elegant dispenser. In line
with trends for a nomad use for end consumers, as well as
for e-commerce concerns. An attractive design thought to
the details with a nice “click” feature, that makes it attractive
for both female and male grooming.

Magic SL TWIST UP dispensers is equipped with a piston
airless system which provides many advantages: it can be
used for all types of viscosity (lotion and cream), protects
and preserves the formula against oxygen and ambient air,
and has an increased restitution rate (better than 95%). The
filling process is top filled.

General
Material
PP / PE

134

The airless feature offers a 360° use for convenience,
allows any type of viscosity and provides a consistent
dosage. The headpiece has been designed with a large
surface of actuation, and is available with different strength
forces options. The Magic Star dispenser is equipped with

a piston airless system which ensures many advantages:
it is adaptable to all types of viscosities (lotion and cream),
protects and preserves the formula against oxygen and
ambient air, and has an increased restitution rate (better
than 95%).

General
Surface Finish
Matte/Glossy

Markets
Personal Care

Manufacturing Technology

Material

Injection moulded, highly decorated, full assembled

Physical Data
Height (mm)

The Magic Star airless piston range is available in 8 capacities from 30ml to 525ml. To fit your needs, two different cap
designs are available.

PP / PE / Steal / Valve

Surface Finish
Matte / Glossy

Markets

Manufacturing Technology

Personal Care, Healthcare

Injection Moulding

Physical Data
Diameter (mm)

Volume (ml)

Neck Type

Dispensing Volume (ml)

35

50

Snap On

1

Height (mm)
126

Diameter (mm)

Volume (ml)

Neck Type

Dispensing Volume (ml)

50

100

Snap on

1 / 1.5

www.rpc-bramlage.com
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Empress

Empress Light

Empress 50ml

Empress light 75ml and 250ml Single Wall
Empress light is a single wall jar made in PP. This jar is dedicated to personal
care market and made in mono-material. Glossy finishing is available.

General
Material

Surface Finish

PP / SAN

Premium

Glossy

Markets

Manufacturing Technology

Personal Care

Injection Moulding

Physical Data

Thick Walled

Light weight

Volume (ml)

Jar

Height (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Neck Sealing Type

75

47

59

Liner, PE-foam

250

66

88

Liner, PE-foam

Single
Wall

Empress Light
Empress light 50ml and 200ml Double Wall
Luxurious thick-walled effect

Empress light provides a user-friendly and attractive pack solution that delivers
quality and a modern look. This jar is available in glossy finishing and can be
made in SAN (50ml) material.

General
Material

Surface Finish

SAN

Glossy

Markets

Manufacturing Technology

Personal Care

Injection Moulding

Physical Data
Volume (ml)

Empress is a premium thick wall jar ideal for the facial care rituals.
Its high-quality raw material makes it a very elegant cosmetic packaging. The jar delivers a luxurious thick-walled effect for
maximum shelf impact and premium brand image, while the use of light weight and shatterproof materials offers safety and
functionality for the consumer and throughout the supply chain.

General
Material
PP / SAN / NAS

Surface Finish
Glossy

Markets

Manufacturing Technology

Personal Care

Injection Moulding

Physical Data
Height (mm)
52

Diameter (mm)

Volume (ml)

Neck Type

Sealing Type

62

50

Screw

Liner PE-foam

Height (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Neck Sealing Type

50

47

59

Liner, PE-foam

200

66

88

Liner, PE-foam

High
Quality
Double Wall

We are able to customise our standard
offer by providing a wide range of
effective decorative techniques to specific
requirements. Options include colour
matching, labelling, hot stamping, lacquering,
metallisation, silk-screen and pad printing.

www.rpc-bramlage.com
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Lotus Pump
Is your formula high viscosity ISTA 6 approved or requires protection
from O2?

9.75mm stroke
Atmospheric

Improved shelf
presence

1.5ml dosage

Product Offering
Standard atmospheric Lotion Pump Engine

• Fine-tuned 1.50ml dosage
• Comfortable 9.75mm stroke
• Independent engine
• Easy to customise
• Lock up and lock down feature

We are continuously
improving and testing
our standard product
range. Stay tuned!

Always Advancing to
Protect What's Important.
To make Berry Bramlage part of your e-commerce
packaging manufacturing process, please contact us at:
+49 4442 881-0
info@rpc-bramlage.de
rpc-bramlage.com

Bramlage

